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Gated trilayer graphene exhibits energy gap in its most stable ABC stacking. Here we show
that when the stacking order changes from ABC to CBA, three gapless states appear in each
valley. The states are topologically protected and their number is related to the change of the
valley Chern number across the stacking boundary. The stacking change is achieved by corrugation
or delamination in the top and bottom layers, which simultaneously yields two AB/BA stacking
domain walls in the pairs of adjacent layers (in bilayers). This in turn causes that for some gate
voltages two pairs of topological resonances appear additionally in the conduction and valence band
continua.
PACS numbers: 73.63.-b, 72.80.Vp
I. INTRODUCTION
Bilayer graphene (BLG) with AB stacking order of
sublattices opens tunable energy gap under applied gate
voltage [1–4]. Similarly, gated trilayer graphene (TLG)
also shows energy gap in its most stable ABC stacking
[5, 6]. Both systems focus attention as possible candi-
dates for graphene-based electronics [7–10], also due to
superconductivity reported recently in BLG and TLG
with twisted layers [11–13].
Gated bilayer graphene presents an interesting prop-
erty: when the stacking order changes from AB to BA,
topological valley-protected states appear in the energy
gap, connecting the conduction and valence band con-
tinua [14–19]. These states are localized at the stack-
ing domain wall (SDW) and can provide one-dimensional
currents along the SDW [20, 21]. The stacking change
may occur in the BLG when one layer is stretched, cor-
rugated or delaminated [18, 20, 22, 23], or even when it
contains grain boundaries [24]. Valley-protected states
occur also in the gap of BLG and TLG when the gate
polarity changes sign [15, 25, 26].
In this paper we investigate the electronic structure of
gated trilayer graphene with stacking domain walls. We
demonstrate that when the stacking order changes from
ABC to CBA, three topologically protected states appear
in each valley. This result is obtained by calculating the
local density of states (LDOS) at stacking boundaries.
Then it is confirmed by the analysis of the valley Chern
number. We calculate its value and show that it changes
by three when the stacking of trilayer graphene changes
from ABC to CBA. We also demonstrate that for some
values of the gate voltage, topologically protected reso-
nances appear in the conduction and valence band con-
tinua, with properties characteristic for gapless states of
gated bilayer with AB/BA stacking domain wall.
Two upper or two lower layers of TLG can be seen
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as graphene bilayers. If AB/BA stacking change is cre-
ated in one of these bilayers by, for example, stretching
or corrugating the upper layer only, the stacking of TLG
changes from ABC to ABA. However, trilayer graphene
in the ABA stacking is not gapped even under gate volt-
age [15, 28, 29]. To achieve ABC/CBA stacking change in
TLG, the AB/BA-type stacking domain walls have to be
created in both bilayers. This can be achieved by simul-
taneous stretch or corrugation (delamination) in both,
the lower and the upper layers of TLG.
It is of importance to recognize multilayer graphene
systems gapped under applied electric field with topo-
logical gapless states. Such states can provide one-
dimensional currents along defined directions and thus
can be useful in graphene-based electronics.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
We investigate trilayer graphene in which the upper
and the lower layers are corrugated, as schematically
shown in the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1. In
the upper panel the 12-atom unit cells of ABC and CBA
trilayers are shown. The corrugations come down to de-
lamination of one layer versus the neighboring one [18],
what leads to the AB/BA stacking change in a given
bilayer. We call stacking domain wall in the upper bi-
layer as UBSDW, and stacking domain wall created in
the lower bilayer as LBSDW. The presence of UBSDW
and LBSDW leads automatically to the stacking change
between the upper and lower layer, although they are
not directly connected. We consider the smallest corru-
gations possible, i.e., delaminating only one unit cell in
the lower layer and half a unit cell in the upper layer. It
was shown in Ref.[18] that the appearance of topological
gapless states is determined by the presence of SDW, not
by the size of the corrugation. The system is infinite in
both, the armchair and the zigzag directions, the corru-
gation and thus SDW are along the zigzag direction.
Two different cases are investigated, (a) when UBSDW
and LBSDW spatially overlap, and (b) when they are
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FIG. 1: Top: schematic representation of two different stack-
ings of trilayer graphene, ABC and CBA. Middle and bottom:
stacking change created by corrugation or delamination in the
upper and lower layers along the zigzag direction - horizon-
tal view along the armchair direction. Corrugation in the
upper layer creates AB/BA stacking domain wall in the up-
per bilayer (UBSDW). Corrugation in the lower layer creates
AB/BA stacking domain wall in the lower bilayer (LBSDW).
When the LBSDW and UBSDW are spatially separated, the
trilayer ABA stacking appears in between.
separated by seven unit cells, as shown in Fig. 1. In the
latter case, ABA trilayer is formed between both SDWs.
In both cases we study how the structure of gapless states
depends on the value of the gate voltage.
We work within the pi-electron tight binding approxi-
mation. Intra-layer and inter-layer hopping parameters
γ0 = 2.7 eV and γ1 = 0.27 eV are used, respectively
[1, 2]. Voltages +V and −V are applied to the bottom
and top layers, respectively. Two values of V are taken
into account, V < γ1 and V > γ1. This choice is dictated
by the observation that topological gapless states in BLG
with stacking domain walls localize in different layers de-
pending on the value of V vs γ1 [27]. Local density of
states along the zigzag direction is calculated for the re-
gion containing both UBSDW and LBSDW and several
unit cells to the left and to the right from the corruga-
tions (as shown in Fig. 1). To calculate LDOS we use
the surface Green function matching technique [30, 31].
III. RESULTS
A. Numerical calculations
In Fig. 2 we present local density of states calculated
for TLG with two minimal corrugations in the lower and
upper layers, as shown in the middle and bottom panels
of Fig. 1. The corrugations cause that the stacking of
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FIG. 2: Local density of states calculated along the zigzag
direction in the region shown in Fig. 1, for two different gate
voltages applied between the upper and the lower layers. (a)
and (b) - V = ±0.5 eV, (c) and (d) - V = ±0.1 eV. (a) and
(c) - LBSDW and UBSDW overlap, (b) and (d) - LBSDW
and UBSDW separated.
TLG changes from ABC (left side) to CBA (right side).
Since TLG is periodic in the zigzag direction (along the
corrugations) the LDOS is k-dependent, where k is the
wavevector corresponding to this periodicity. In the up-
per panels of the figure, gate voltages applied to exter-
nal layers are V = ±0.5 eV, while in the lower panels
V = ±0.1 eV. The left panels correspond to the case of
spatially overlapping LBSDW and UBSDW, right pan-
els concern separated LBSDW and UBSDW. In all cases
there are three states connecting the valence and con-
duction bands across the energy gap. The figure shows
LDOS calculated for k close to the cone at K; for K ′ the
figure is mirror-reflected, so the gap states are valley-
protected.
Now, we analyze the spatial localization of the gapless
states. We do it first for the case of V = ±0.5 eV. In
Fig. 3 (a) and (b) we present the layer-resolved LDOS
calculated for k-values for which E = 0 line (the Fermi
energy) crosses the left and right gapless states seen in
Fig. 2 (a), i.e., for the case of overlapping LBSDW and
UBSDW. The envelope of the vertical bars reflects the
density of the corresponding wave function. For this gate
voltage the states are almost entirely localized only in
the lower or in the upper layer, just in place where the
UBSDW and LBSDW occur. When the corrugations are
separated (panels (c) and (d)) the localization of these
states moves to the area between UBSDW and LBSDW.
The LDOS for the middle gap state, presented in Fig. 4
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FIG. 3: Layer-resolved density distribution of the gapless
states (at E = 0) shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), for gate
voltage V = ±0.5 eV. (a) and (b) left and right gap states for
the case when UBSDW and LBSDW spatially overlap (Fig.
2 (a)); (c) and (d) - left and right gap states for the case
when UBSDW and LBSDW are spatially separated (Fig. 2
(b)). Layer densities: lower (L1) blue, middle (L2) grey,
upper (L3) red. Vertical bars represent densities calculated
at 4-atom unit cells of each layer, shown in Fig. 1. Black
arrow marks the position of LBSDW and UBSDW when they
overlap. Red and blue arrows mark the position of separated
UBSDW and LBSDW, respectively.
(a) (b) 
FIG. 4: Layer-resolved density distribution of the middle
gapless states shown in Fig. 2 a and c, i.e., for gate voltages
V = ±0.5 eV and and V = ±0.1 eV, for overlapping LBSDW
and UBSDW. Colors and arrows as in Fig. 3.
(a), is almost equally distributed between the lower and
the upper layers, with small contribution from the middle
layer [34]. We can conclude that for this gate voltage the
gapless states are due to stacking change between these
two layers, which we call indirect stacking, since their
nodes are not connected by γ1.
Closer inspection of Fig. 2 (a) and (b) reveals also
two resonance states below and above the Fermi level,
i.e., in the valence and conduction band continua. The
energy structure of these resonances reminds topologi-
cal gapless states of bilayer graphene [15, 18]. Indeed,
(a) (b) 
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FIG. 5: Layer-resolved density distribution of the gapless
resonances shown in Fig. 2 (a), i.e., for the gate voltage V =
±0.5 eV. (a) and (b) - valence band resonances calculated
for energy E = −0.29 eV. (c) and (d) - conduction band
resonances calculated for energy E = 0.28 eV.
the corresponding layer-resolved LDOS, shown in Fig. 5,
confirm this supposition. The left resonance state in the
valence band is localized in the upper layer, while the
right state is localized in the middle layer, just like the
gapless states of the gated upper bilayer with UBSDW
[27]. In the case of resonances situated in the conduc-
tion band, the left one is localized in the middle layer
and the right one in the bottom layer, again, like the
gapless states of the lower bilayer with LBSDW and in-
verted gate polarization. The appearance of resonances
can be explained as follows. The gate V > γ1 moves
the electron charge from the bottom to the middle layer,
and from the middle layer to the top one. We thus get
the bottom gated bilayer with the lower layer discharged
- yielding two topological states in the unoccupied con-
duction band, and the upper gated bilayer with the top
layer additionally loaded - yielding a couple of topologi-
cal states in the valence band continuum. When V < γ1
the electron charge is not moved between the layers and
the resonances do not appear (Fig. 2 c,d).
The triplet of gapless states occurs for any gate volt-
age. However, for V < γ1, their localization is differ-
ent. The layer-resolved LDOS for the left and right gap
states seen in Fig. 2 (c) are presented in Fig. 6 (a) and
(b), respectively; the layer-resolved LDOS of the mid-
dle gap state is visualized in Fig. 4 (b). For V = ±0.1
eV the left and right gapless states are more diffused and
more evenly distributed between all three layers. We have
checked that when UBSDW and LBSDW are separated,
the layer mixing and diffusion are even stronger. Now,
the gap states do not have the character of bilayer topo-
logical states, but reflect the global ABC/CBA stacking
change in TLG.
4(a) (b) 
FIG. 6: Layer-resolved density distribution of the gapless
states (at E=0) shown in Fig. 2 (c), i.e., for gate voltage V =
±0.1 eV and spatially overlapping LBSDW and UBSDW. (a)
left state, (b) right state.
B. Analysis of the valley Chern number
We begin with the Hamiltonian for trilayer graphene.
Unlike the commonly applied reduced Hamiltonians for
N -layer graphene [13, 26, 32], we use the full TLG Hamil-
tonian in its most general form. This enables direct
analysis of its symmetry when the stacking changes from
ABC to CBA. The final formulas show how many terms
in the eigenvalue expansion are sufficient for the calcula-
tion of of the valley Chern number. For momenta close
to the Dirac point K, the Hamiltonian HABC of trilayer
graphene is a 3× 3 matrix of 2× 2 blocks:
HABC =
 Π + V I2 T 0TT Π T
0 TT Π− V I2
 , (1)
where Π = ν (pxσx + pyσy), T = γ1
1
2 (σx + iσy) and I2
is the 2 × 2 unit matrix, ν =
√
3a
2~ γ0 is the Fermi veloc-
ity, and a is graphene lattice constant [32]. Its (unnor-
malised) eigenvector Ψ0 related to the lowest energy λ0
is
Ψ0 =

−γ1V−(λ0(P 2 − V 2+) + γ21V+)
γ1P exp(iφ)(λ0(P
2 − V 2+) + γ21V+)
−P exp(−iφ)(P 2 − V 2−)(P 2 − V 2+)
−(P 2 − V 2−)(λ0(P 2 − V 2+)− γ21V+)
γ1P
2 exp(−2iφ)(P 2 − V 2−)
γ1V+P exp(−iφ)(P 2 − V 2−)

, (2)
where we use polar coordinates: ν(px + ipy) = P exp(iφ)
and V± = V ± λ0.
The valley Chern number Nν = γ/2pi at K is defined
by the Berry phase [13, 26]
γ = Im
∮
C
〈Ψ0|∇Ψ0〉
〈Ψ0|Ψ0〉 , (3)
with the integration performed over a circle S1(K,P ).
The calculation of Im〈Ψ0|∇Ψ0〉 yields (γ21(λ0(P 2−V 2+)+
γ21V+)
2 − (P 2 − V 2−)2(P 2 − V 2+)2 − γ21(P 2 − V 2−)2(V 2+ +
2P 2))P 2dφ and |Ψ0|2 = (λ0(P 2 − V 2+) + γ21V+)2(γ21V 2− +
γ21P
2 +(P 2−V 2−)2)+P 2(P 2−V 2−)2((P 2−V 2+)2 +γ21P 2 +
γ21V
2
+). To remove singularities, which appear when P →
∞, we use the Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory
(with the zero-order Hamiltonian I3 ⊗Π). We account
up to the second correction (of the order P−1) and get
that λ0 = −P − V + γ
2
1
8P + o(P
−2). The leading term in
Im〈Ψ0|∇Ψ0〉 gives −96piγ21V 2P 6, while the leading term
in |Ψ0|2 is equal 32γ21V 2P 6. Hence, the Berry phase is
equal to −3pi and the contribution to the Chern number
from K is −3/2 [13, 26].
Switching from K to K ′ causes transposition of the
matrix Π in the Eq. (1), which is equivalent to parity
change and yields the opposite sign of the valley Chern
number at K ′. The switching from ABC to CBA stack-
ing causes transposition of the matrix T. Composition
of these switchings is equivalent to a unitary symmetry
I3 ⊗ σx on the Hamiltonian. This means that in case
of CBA stacking, the contributions from neighbourhoods
of K and K ′ to the Chern number are 3/2 and −3/2,
respectively, i.e., they have reversed signs comparing to
the ABC stacking. Therefore, the stacking change causes
change of the local Chern number contribution by ±3 and
thus the appearance of three gapless states localized at
the stacking domain wall.
It is worth noting that HCBA can be unitarily trans-
formed to HABC(−V ), i.e., with the sign of V reversed.
This means that three gapless states appear also when
the gate polarization changes, as was shown in Ref. [26].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated gated trilayer graphene in the
ABC stacking. We have shown that by simultaneous cor-
rugation or delamination in the upper and lower layers,
the stacking may change from ABC to CBA. This change
automatically creates AB/BA-type stacking changes in
the upper bilayer formed by the upper and middle lay-
ers, in the lower bilayer formed by the middle and lower
layers, as well as between the upper and the lower layer,
which is the indirect stacking change, since these layers
are not directly connected by the interlayer hopping.
We have calculated the LDOS along the stacking do-
main walls and demonstrated the presence of three valley-
protected topological states in the energy gap. We have
analyzed the valley Chern number for TLG and shown
that it changes from -3/2 to 3/2 when the stacking
changes from ABC to CBA, yielding three gapless states
in the energy gap at each valley.
The gapless states are robust and independent on the
voltage V applied to the external layers, but their dis-
tribution between the layers depends on V . When V is
greater than the interlayer hopping γ1 the gapless states
localize almost exclusively in the external layers, what
means that they are due to indirect stacking change be-
tween these layers. For this voltage two pairs of topolog-
ical resonance states appear additionally in the valence
5and conduction bands, with the characteristics typical for
bilayers with SDW. When V < γ1 the resonance states
disappear and the gapless states are more evenly dis-
tributed between all three layers. We can conclude that
one-dimensional currents provided by the gap states can
flow in the surface layers only, or in the entire trilayer
graphene, depending on the gate voltage applied.
The appearance of topological gapless states and res-
onances in gated trilayer graphene with stacking change
has not been reported so far. We strongly believe
that these findings are important both for better un-
derstanding of the fundamental features of multilayer
graphene, and for potential applications of such systems
in graphene-based electronics.
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